Think you’re quick?
Machines are quicker!

Think you’re quick?
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Instructions

Instructions

Hold timer at top while friend holds hand below. Drop
timer and have your friend grasp it as it drops. The
point at which your friend grasps the timer is an
indication of their simple reaction time.

Hold timer at top while friend holds hand below. Drop
timer and have your friend grasp it as it drops. The
point at which your friend grasps the timer is an
indication of their simple reaction time.

Try Again

Try Again

.200 seconds (1/5th of a second)

.200 seconds (1/5th of a second)

With this slow of a reaction, you will
be wrapped up 2.6 feet in a PTO shaft!
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be wrapped up 2.6 feet in a PTO shaft!

Not Bad

Not Bad

.175 seconds

.175 seconds

You will have been cut eight times by
a rotary lawn mower at this rate.
You’re slipping…stay alert!
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About Average…
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.150 seconds

.150 seconds

A belt and pulley travels 10 feet in this
amount of time.

A belt and pulley travels 10 feet in this
amount of time.

You’re Pretty Quick

You’re Pretty Quick

.125 seconds
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In this amount of time, you will be
wrapped up 1.95 feet in an auger.
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wrapped up 1.95 feet in an auger.

But Machines are Quicker!
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.100 seconds
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Watch out, by now you will already be
1.3 feet into a PTO shaft!
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You can’t be this good…
try again!
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